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The Tempter

T

his truly remarkable graphic novel by Mr and
Mrs Stepančič begins seemingly quite ordinary.
Some young women, relatives, pretty Masha
and plump Klara, who otherwise would never see
each other in Ljubljana where they both live, are on
a apparently pointless task, on the way to Trbovlje,
the city in which they spent their childhood. Their
grandfather, feeling that his death is at hand, wants
to fulfill his last wishes and, in addition to the Armani suit in which he wants to be buried - a horror
for fashion obsessed Masha, he wants his funeral
orchestra to be a miner’s orchestra from Trbovlje,
where he had spent his entire working life.
This is the early part of the story, where we will be
Hitchhiker’s hand or finger of higher force?
rooted for some time, believing that the world in
which we are taken by Lucija and Damijan is our own world, well known and
grounded in the laws which we consider possible. However, from the second
page and the frame with the hand of the hitchhiker, which seems like the hand of
God himself, our heroines move from their mundane existence into the sphere
of the fantastical. It will not be apparent immediately, because superficial Masha
will fill several of the next pages with her chatter which drives her shrewd cousin
crazy, but strangely enough, not a hitchhiker – a priest who looks like he has
been sent from heaven.
Upon arrival in Trbovlje, things for a short time look normal and the relatives were
separated, Masha following the priest and Klara trying to finish her grandfather’s
task, but only after a few pages, everything becomes insane. Houses appear
instead of buildings, mob lynches occurr, people fornicate in public places,
everything is full of magnificent buildings and expensive cars, and when in the
hotel where they stayed finally appears Masha in the Chanel’s suit that Jackie
Kennedy wore at the assassination of JFK, with fresh blood stains, it is clear that

hey, hotstuff! today,
for a change, we aren’t
going to new york but
to trbovlje.

Providence in the form of an ideal man - handsome and ready to listen
•I•

let me
add the hat.

the suit is jackie
kennedy’s.

don’t take
the piss!
have you gone
mad too?!

The desire for Jackie Kennedy’s clothes is met, perhaps a little too precise

the devil is telling a joke. Residents’ wishes were met, which was unexpected,
but the story offers an explanation which is much more than a simple divine (or
devilish) intervention. After returning from the localized apocalypse, Klara and
Masha will come across a destruction of their own, small, personal
worlds, with an important lesson in
the end.
Damijan Stepančič, a popular
...i’ll wait
Slovenian painter and illustrator
for the crowd
to pass ... then
of children’s books, on this occai’m getting out
of here...
sion for the first time working on
a comic book with his wife as the
screenwriter, shows subtle talent that behind the ‘ugly’ figures
presents emotions in combination
of only two basic colors - grey and
brown. Lucija’s dialogues in turn
offer a range of Masha’s chattering and Klara’s truly philosophical
thoughts, making this wacky story
Madness and anarchy in Trbovlje
receptive to read.
Together, they made a really rare thing, an intelligent graphic novel with women
in the lead roles. These women seem real and ordinary, but at the same time
they expose, through their thoughts and contemplations, deep emotions and
complex psychology. All this is packed in an effective combination of pictures and
words that together tell a lot more than they would if they stood independently as
just an illustration of the story. It is because of such accomplishments that comics
art deserves the title of the ninth art, and we, who truly enjoy it, can only eagerly
await new works of this powerful duo of top creative personalities.
Pavle Zelić,
writer and comics scriptwriter
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man, i haven’t
been in trbovlje a hundred
years.

All those
holidays.

YAWN.

No,
only ninety.

Remember hoW we
always used to have
to sleep in the
same bed?

And now we
don’t see each
other, even in
Ljubljana.

What can
we do. We reached
that point. Estrangement.

1

Bojan is a doctor
now - did you
know?
Him?
No way.

All
summer
and winter!

how about the
rest of them.
do you know
anything?

yer, yer. an
anaesthesiologist.

nothing at all.
i met only him in
town, accidently.

and me.
i hope he doesn’t rub
his patients with fucking
snow like they do to me.
i told you already.
estrangement.

didn’t we once talk about
how we were gonna film
a western here?
imagine: a big train
robbery.

i don’t even see
the cousins on my
dad’s side.

yer, you’re
right, they’re crazy
tracks, perfect
for a film.

i don’t even
have any.

total wilderness, turn off
the main path and you’re on
a different planet.

don’t invite
the devil.

hey, poetess,
careful you
don’t film
a horror.

stop, stop!
what a
nice ass!

2

hey, hotstuff! today,
for a change, we aren’t
going to new york but
to trbovlje.

narrow-minded,
egocentric, unimaginative,
materialistic,...

then to
trbovlje.

...empty and shallow, that’s
what we are. but we
all have cars,
and with aircon.
but, someone
like that...
doesn’t drive?

3

i am going to
deliver a sermon.

trbovlje, ey.
what are you doing
there – if it’s not
a secret?

i am, a virgo, in
my horoscope,
sorry – not to
be confused!
ha ha ha!
are you some
kind of chaplain?

to preach? like
jesus christ? then
you are a spiritual
person! cooool!
aquarius is my rising
sign, i am very spiritual. well, not like
a priest, but i am
a virgin.

who says that a nice guy
can’t be interested in that
kind of stuff, just look
at mel gibson.

surely you’re not celibate?
tell me, am i evil for being
in an unholy relationship?
one without the sacrament?

4

what do
you think, is
spirituality
about healthy
eating too?

bla, bla,
bla...

oops, i let up that i have a boyfriend, although, that isn’t
completely true.

masha read in some magazine
that if you want to snare a guy
you need to ask him as many
questions as possible.

only, it didn’t
cross her mind
that you should
usually wait
for an
answer.

do you think that if i have
a toothbrush at his house,
in the same glass as his,
that we are in a relationship?
what, it’s just an ordinary
toothbrush? i can buy one
on any corner. what do you
think about a little yoga?

Not e ve ry
brush is g
ood

bla,
bla...

did you know that if
you go to yoga you don’t
over eat any more - so you
simultaneously get skinnier?

5

yes, of course. but what else
could she talk about? that we are
family? that our grandfather sent
us, instead of him, to visit these
parts one last time? he just had
to pair the two of us, we haven’t
ever been able
to look each
other in
the eye.

how long will it take you to do
what you need to do?
can we meet up at this
hotel later? grab
a drink? although,
i don’t know if your
faith permits it.

some don’t allow it,
i know that much about
other faiths. us two
will be in trbovlje
for two days.

granpa paid for everything, just so that we go
and take pictures of his
old miner mates. aren’t
we a crazy family? can you
imagine that he’s still
dictating what we should
do, and from his death
bed!? he’s at home, yer.
he’s become so vicious
now that his last hours
are ticking.

he’s so
beautiful.

?

until now i hadn’t ever
seen anyone so beautiful.
how can a guy be more
beautiful than all
the pretty women
put together?

very
beautiful.

and doesn’t
even have
a car?

yes, yes, he was
always like that,
but now he
seems to
enjoy it.

can he
possibly be
a recluse?

6

do you know
what the old man
has thought up
for his funeral
now?

he bought an armani
suit! armani! for
the grave! i know
because i picked it!
he asked me to go
with him, of course!
because i know the most
about fashion, no one
else in the family
has any clue!

don’t even ask me how
much it cost! thank god
i didn’t have to pay for it.
and do you know what
he said to me!
that he was wed in
a borrowed suit
but wants to be
buried in
his own!

now, tell me,
o spiritual one?
is it not ok for
a man to get
dressed up for
when he goes
forth, into
eternity?

in that kind of
suit, man, even
i would get
buried!

once in
armani, then in
galliano, then
in lagerfeld.

up there
they all wear
versace, right?

7

if she’s started talking
about her
beloved rags
this isn’t
going to
end soon.
that’s
masha.

and how should
the prophets
and preachers be
dressed? in those
bedsheets like
in pictures
in church?
or in lacoste,
like you?

it’s not that bad here,
in trbovlje. i can’t believe
i didn’t notice
before
how nice
it is.

i’m up for going
for a drink. first
business, and then
pleasure! o, sorry,
the other way
round.

8

brass band?
why?

did
you call
the brass band?

the miner’s orchestra,
you know the old man
wants them to play
at his funeral.

to play
something.
i didn’t know.
why didn’t you
call them
yourself?

you still could
have put some
effort in. so
it’s not just
me doing
everything.

are you crazy?
that mine is
closing, of course the first thing
they’ll end is
the orchestra.

so then
what?

9

yer, i can
tell you’re
having the
worst time.

she’s
always
been
like
this,
always
a bore.

see her? she’s
the same as she’s
always been,
nothing’s
changed.

?

the same
slacker!

oh, yer!

we have to
stop by his
anyway.

anyway, prophet, tell me
if i will find those miners or not?
this one here would let me go
ask on street corners.
so that the whole
of trbovlje
laughs at me.
should we
ask franc
koshir?

great idea, of course
he’ll know everything. but...
is he even still alive?

i found him in the phonebook.
he still has an address.

yer, but i haven’t
been able to get
through to him.
he hasn’t
answered
my calls.

well, you’re
a genius!

check
out my cousin – she’s
a genius!

10

in my opinion, we still have
plenty of secret family members
to unearth in this place. it’s like
a soup opera. i think we have
plenty of illicit family
members.

our granpa
was really popular.
women were crazy about him.
he was gorgeous. he was smart
and he used it, who wouldn’t?

what
would you
like?

now he
wants a brass
band to play at his
funeral. the exact
orchestra that he
was once in.

i would like a sex on
the beach. the cocktail,
of course, because you
don’t have a beach.

i’d like
a coffee.

thanks for the company.
goodbye.

thank you, i do not want
anything. i must leave...

god bless.

i’m coming
with you!

11

it is better
without god’s
blessing.

preacher!

... well what could that
bimbo be thinking,
that she’ll be
like monica
bellucci
when she
played
magdalene?!

preacher! more like
sperm spreader! if you ask
me, in the next five minutes
they’ll be all
over each other
at the first
corner.

...so thank you sea...

sw
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ti e
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only, it
doesn’t help
him at all.

sweetie seems
like he has
some
intuition.

12
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...and the intoxicati
ng
smell o
f pin
e...

ur
...o

so
i

rn
was bo
love

he

oh no, and now this.
she left her phone.
well, that just had
to happen! ha!

